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Abstract
Purpose – Companies and organizations use various innovation governance structures, processes and
metrics to make decisions about allocation of resources to the development of an innovative idea. Although
many metrics measuring the process of innovation and the performance of the enterprise have been developed,
a fundamentally solid and complete metric speaking to the quality and viability of the innovative idea itself is
lacking. The business, applied innovation, creativity, unmet user needs and problem-solving (BACUP) model of
innovation quality is proposed as such a metric based on viewing innovation from the five different
viewpoints mentioned in its definition. BACUP is shown to facilitate discussion and analysis in innovation
theory and is proposed as a tool allowing any innovation governance structure to achieve innovation
assurance by mitigating risk and uncertainty and maximizing an innovation’s chance for success.
Design/methodology/approach – The BACUP framework was inspired by researching definitions of
innovation and coming upon a survey in which different definitions were obtained from several different roles
in companies and organizations. To use BACUP as a metric, the author and research assistants made
qualitative judgments about innovations. Several judgments were obtained independently and consensus was
plotted on the BACUP graphs.
Findings – BACUP can be used to illustrate and discuss major concepts in innovation theory. BACUP can
be used to compare the relative viability of different innovative ideas. BACUP can be used to detect
vulnerabilities in innovative ideas and provide information to innovation management and governance so that
corrective measures can be taken. BACUP can be extended by other researchers and practitioners.
Research limitations/implications – In its current form, BACUP is not a quantitative tool; however,
the authors envision other researchers applying existing quantitative tools and incorporating them into the
BACUP framework.
Practical implications – BACUP is an innovative idea quality metric employable in any existing
innovation management/governance structure or methodology. BACUP also gives practitioners a way to
engineer innovative ideas into successful innovations.
Social implications – BACUP can lead to predictable and repeatable improved innovation outcomes,
resulting in superior solutions to problems in all domains.
Originality/value – The BACUP framework is a novel, multi-dimensional view of innovation. Application
of BACUP as a metric yields a new type of capability for innovation governance called innovation assurance.

Keywords Innovation management, Idea quality, Innovation governance, Innovation assurance,
Innovation quality

Paper type Conceptual paper

1. Introduction
The Holy Grail of innovation management is an infrastructure ensuring that only the best
and most successful innovative ideas are developed into successful innovations with no time,
money or effort wasted on unsuccessful innovative ideas. How do we know which innovative
ideas are going to be successful? How do we identify weaknesses in an innovative idea and
do something about them? We first must have a way to measure the quality of an innovative
idea. Many definitions of innovation have been created over the decades and many different
kinds of innovation have been identified. Researchers have studied where innovation occurs
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in a business process, how corporate and organizational structures produce innovation and
how innovative ideas are created. However, most effort has been spent analyzing the process
of innovation. Much less work has been done on measuring the quality of the innovative idea
itself, the very article at the center of the process! Regardless of how the innovative idea is
originated, developed, produced and managed, we need a way to rate an innovative idea’s
quality and detect any deficiencies it might have. Only then will we be able to approach a new
capability we call innovation assurance. This paper proposes a metric for innovation quality
able to assess an innovative idea from inception throughout the development process. The
metric not only provides a scoring mechanism but also identifies weaknesses in any of
several dimensions that an innovation must excel in to be successful. Incorporating this
metric into any existing innovation management, innovation governance or innovation
methodology will improve one’s innovation ability.

We first discuss innovation theory literature. We then present the proposed innovation
quality metric. Next, we demonstrate the uses of the metric including:

• illustration of innovation theory concepts;
• comparing a successful innovation to an unsuccessful one; and
• extending the framework with Christensen’s recent Jobs Theory (Christensen et al.,

2016).

We conclude with a general discussion and outline for future work.

2. Literature
Over the decades, many definitions and theories of innovation have been created.
Schumpeter (1942/1994) described technological innovation as creative destruction, whereby
the existing is incessantly replaced by the new, thus driving entire economies. Drucker (2002)
famously described innovation as a response to opportunities. Opportunities are always
present because of continually changing market conditions, knowledge, processes, user
needs, demographics, culture and customer behavior. Researchers have long recognized that
innovations vary widely in scope and effect. Christensen (1997) identifies sustaining
innovation as being incremental, evolutionary improvements and disruptive innovation as
discontinuous, radical, revolutionary leaps forward. Breakthrough innovation and platform
innovation involve major developments in a technology, resulting in changes to an entire
market and user behavior (Frederick, 2011; Gupta, 2008). Major innovative successes like
these usually drive the creation of a family of complementary products and services. For
example, protective cases serve the cell phone industry. Here, we introduce the term sibling
innovation to describe these kinds of innovation. We also introduce the term derivative
innovation to mean adaptation of innovative concepts from one domain to another domain.
For example, using filtering technology from the petroleum industry to create a new kind of
medical device (Lumsden, 2010). The market environment into which innovations are
introduced has been studied. Red ocean innovation describes a market rich with
survival-of-the-fittest competition, whereas blue ocean innovation refers to an innovation
unique in a market without any competing products or services (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005).

While concepts like these are essential for a well-rounded and complete theory of
innovation, they do not provide a tool with which to analyze a specific innovative idea’s
chance for success.

Innovations are inspired in a number of different ways. Me-too innovation refers to a
company’s first entrance into a market to compete with others already in the market. Induced
innovation describes invention forced by the reduction of costs among competitors (Hicks,
1932). The reduction of complexity and features to appeal to certain customers is described
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as frugal innovation (Economist, 2010; Radjou and Prabhu, 2015). Recently, eco-friendly
inventions driven by environmental impact issues have been called sustainable innovation
(Fussler and James, 1996). Innovation does not always come in the form of new products.
Rather, innovation can occur anywhere in the business process. Innovation designed to
improve or revolutionize the user experience is called experience innovation, UX innovation
or service innovation (Pine and Gilmore, 1999). Innovation applied anywhere in the system of
organizations, people, activities and resources involved in moving product from supplier to
consumer is supply chain innovation (Franks, 2000). Innovation in the manufacturing,
production or delivery of goods and services is process innovation (Davenport, 1992).
Innovation relating in general to the way a company or organization operators is business
model innovation (Dodgson et al., 2015; Lindgardt et al., 2009; Morris, 2009).

Several generations of innovation models have been developed dating back several
decades (Marinova and Phillimore, 2003) provides a good survey and history. The black box
model of innovation can be traced back to Vannevar Bush. The black box model views
innovation as an opaque process into which one supplies funding, and innovations somehow
emerge. The linear model of innovation envisions innovation to be a step-by-step process.
Godin (2005) provides an excellent history of linear models. Innovations are seen as
proceeding through research and development, production and sales/marketing phases. An
innovative idea originating on the supply side with a company or organization is called
technology push innovation or manufacturer push innovation because the idea is pushed into
and through the development cycle and out into the marketplace. An innovative idea
originating with end users is called demand pull innovation, market pull innovation or user
pull innovation because the idea is pulled from the demand side into the development cycle
(Schmookler, 1966; Von Hipple, 1988, 2009). Many feel the phase-gate structure suggested by
linear models does not match reality. Instead, innovation is a complex interplay of ideas and
communication among many people in different roles. This notion is captured in interactive
models of innovation. Kline’s chain-linked model acknowledges the research, development,
production and marketing phases of linear models but includes feedback loops and iterative
cycles among the phases (Kline and Rosenberg, 1986). Recently, the agile model of innovation
was developed extending concepts from agile software development methodologies to the
management of innovation (Morris et al., 2014). Agile methods seek to reduce risk and limit
resource expenditures by using the “design-a-little”, “build-a-little” principle. In agile
innovation, the traditional phase-gate cycles are replaced by multiple incremental
development cycles featuring heavy user involvement. The open innovation model
acknowledges the distribution of knowledge and expertise across companies, organizations
and industries. For example, companies should seek and use intellectual property from
others and seek to actively export any internal innovations or proprietary knowledge to
others to inspire innovation elsewhere (Chesbrough, 2006). This openly collaborative
approach to innovation is embodied in the Procter & Gamble Connect & Develop Innovation
Model, itself a combination of open and user pull methods (Huston and Sakkab, 2006). The
milieu model of innovation acknowledges the importance of a mutually supportive network
of social relationships, knowledge and expertise in a limited geographical area, with Silicon
Valley being the canonical example (Marinova and Phillimore, 2003). The directed evolution
model differs completely from traditional innovation models because it guides evolution of a
technological system toward a chosen future. The future is chosen based on a set of general
evolutionary patterns gleaned from the study of technological systems over several decades
(Zlotin and Zusman, 2004). In recent years, the crowdsourcing model of innovation has seen
success via internet sites such as Innocentive (2016), Quirky (2016), Amazon Mechanical
Turk (2016). Collaborative innovation networks (CoINs) describe diverse teams of
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collaborators working together on innovations using social media and the internet as
discourse media (Gloor, 2006). These innovation models are necessary for a complete
understanding of innovation, but are not intended as a metric to analyze a specific innovative
idea, although innovation models can inform such a metric.

Some metrics have been invented to “measure innovation”. Maghsoudi et al. (2015)
provide a good summary of past and current models of innovation evaluation. However,
these treat innovative ideas statistically and therefore are not usable to analyze a specific
innovation. Metrics like counting the number of ideas generated, calculating the percentage
of ideas per unit number of employees and measuring the percentage of ideas followed
through to implementation, measure the organization’s aggregate performance but fail to
speak to the quality of an individual innovative idea. Metrics such as return on investment
(ROI) and return on product development expense (RoPDE) certainly measure financial
performance but are unable to identify why a specific innovation fails to realize a desired
return. Furthermore, metrics like these are ex post facto and are unable to predict failure of an
innovation during the development process. Most existing metrics measure the innovation
process rather than the innovative idea itself.

Thought has been given to innovation management and innovation governance in
relation to traditional corporate management structures (Harrington and Voehl, 2012, 2013)
with Skalkos (2012), Badrinas and Vilà (2015), Aoun and Hasnan (2013) and Bakouros and
Samara (2010)) being examples of recent thinking in innovation management. Deschamps
(2012) defines innovation governance as mechanisms to establish goals, define roles, identify
decision-making processes and authorities, measure innovation success and allocate
resources. The ultimate goal of innovation management is to mitigate the risk inherent in
developing any innovative idea. Therefore, the ability to measure how risky an innovative
idea is at any point in the development process is critical.

Some work has been done on measuring the idea quality (Girotra et al., 2009; Reinig and
Briggs, 2008; Diehl and Stroebe, 1987 and 1991). However, the goal of these metrics is to
evaluate the ideation process and not idea quality. Many studies use a simple “pass/fail”
rating scheme, where a number of people are asked to simply rate an idea as either good or
bad. If enough people vote, the diversity of the collective is thought to ensure the proper
consensus from the crowd. However, Riedl et al. (2010) found that a simple thumbs-up/
thumbs-down metric produces the highest error of classifying top ideas as bad and bottom
ideas as good, rendering these types of metrics unreliable. Based on the insight that some
new ideas represent radical departures from the existing paradigm while other ideas are only
incremental improvements or refinements, Nagasundaram and Bostrom (1994/1995)
developed a method of evaluating ideas based on whether they were paradigm preserving
(PP) or paradigm modifying (PM). The PP/PM metric scores a new idea as PP if it consists of
elements and relationships similar to existing ideas. A PM idea uses different elements or
different relationships. As such, the PP/PM metric offers a rough estimate of the novelty of an
idea, but it fails to measure other key aspects of the success of an innovation such as an idea’s
position in a market, robustness of the innovation against competition, the readiness of
user’s in a market to accept the new idea and the business aspects of an innovation such as
manufacturability, marketability, distribution and sales. The PP/PM metric is
one-dimensional. The “perception versus reality analysis” (PVRA) metric is also based on a
one-dimensional view of an innovative idea: the perceptions versus the reality of an
innovative idea working (Dellaria, 2009). Binary and one-dimensional metrics are not able to
identify why an innovative idea is vulnerable. A good innovation quality metric should
include all factors contributing to an innovation’s success.
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Dean et al. (2006) define a multi-dimensional analysis of a high-quality idea: applicability
to the problem, effectiveness of the solution and ability to be implemented. According to this
definition, though, an innovative idea need not be novel or original, therefore, this metric is
not complete. MacCrimmon and Wagner (1994) developed a multi-dimensional metric based
on the analysis of research literature and US Patent Office rules with the following
dimensions: novelty/originality, non-obviousness, relevance, workability and thoroughness.
This metric certainly offers a more detailed view of an innovation than the PP/PM or PVRA
metrics and does include originality and novelty components because the metric was derived
from the “patentability” viewpoint. However, this metric is also missing aspects of market
and user adoption. Many novel products and services have been developed which have failed
in the market because of marketing and user adoption problems.

Therefore, we seek a metric of innovative idea quality covering all aspects of a successful
innovative idea including: the business environment; the market; the user community; and
the ability to produce, deliver and distribute the innovation. If we had such an innovation
quality metric, we could detect vulnerabilities in an innovative idea early in the development
process and change the course of action accordingly. Furthermore, we seek a metric
independent of the source and scale of the innovation, the innovation methodology or
management style being used. We seek a metric that can function in any existing framework.

3. The BACUP model of innovation quality
In 2010, seeking a comprehensive definition of innovation, (Carpenter, 2010) asked a number
of people in diverse organizations and roles for their definition of innovation. The resulting
compilation of definitions fell into five distinct categories, each representing a different
viewpoint on an innovation: business, applied innovation, creativity, unmet user needs and
problem-solving (BACUP). Our key insight was to understand that no single definition was
the correct definition. Instead, all of the definitions are correct, just describe innovation from
different points of view. Therefore, the BACUP categories are a multi-disciplinary
description of innovation. This caused us to wonder if a metric for innovative ideas could be
developed. The BACUP dimensions are detailed in the following sections.

3.1 Business
Is the innovation viable in a business sense? What is the market potential for the innovation?
Can the market support the entrance of the innovation? Does the innovation provide new
intellectual property such as patents, trademarks, copyrights, best practices, etc.? Does the
innovation change the landscape in businesses and markets? Does the innovation result in a
new product or service or does it replace an existing product or service?

3.2 Applied innovation
Is the innovation practical? Can the innovation be commercialized? How well does the
innovation integrate into the existing system? Does introduction of the innovation upset the
product, system or practice? Can the company currently produce, manufacture, deliver and
support the innovation?

3.3 Creativity
What is the degree of novelty in the innovation? How much does the innovation challenge
mainstream thinking and behavior? How different is the innovation from the current state of
the art or practice? How difficult will it be for competitors to compete with the innovation?
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3.4 Unmet user needs
How well does the innovation satisfy user’s unmet needs? Does the innovation meet a need
not yet realized in the market? Does the innovation offer tangible value for users? Does the
innovation make something available to more users previously not having access to the
product or service?

3.5 Problem-solving
How well does the innovation solve a problem with the existing system or solve a problem
the users have? Is the solution viable in terms of economy, manufacturability, sustainability,
etc.? Are there better solutions competitors might take advantage of to compete with the
innovation?

These five categories represent the meaning of an innovation to different people and
therefore describe the ecosystem: the complex business, cultural and technical environment,
in which an innovation is embedded. For an innovative idea to be successful, it must score
highly in all five dimensions. Only then will it be possible for an innovation to satisfy all
demands and challenges it will face. To explore this insight, we fashioned the BACUP model.
To visualize BACUP, we represent each of the five dimensions on a radar plot as shown in
Figure 1.

An innovation is scored in each dimension on a normalized scale from 0 to 1, where a
lower rating indicates the innovation lacks significantly in that dimension. A higher rating
indicates the innovation excels in that dimension. A low rating in one or more dimensions
indicates the innovation is vulnerable. Vulnerabilities will cause the innovation to fall short
of expectations, or fail completely, and can ultimately be exploited by competition.

For example, if the market is not quite ready for an innovation, or the innovation does not
fit well within the parameters of the established market (such as cost), it will score low in the
business (B) dimension. Likely, when the innovation is placed into the market, it will not sell
well and not be adopted by many users. Likewise, an innovation scoring low in the creativity
(C) dimension is easily overcome by competitors, thereby erasing any temporary advantage.
An innovation lacking in the problem-solving (P) and user needs (U) dimensions will be
quickly outperformed by the competition. Therefore, a lower score in any of the dimensions
indicates a vulnerability in the innovation. The ability to identify vulnerabilities in an
innovation gives innovation governance and management a valuable new tool.
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Applied Innovation Creativity
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Notes: Inferior innovations show a deficiency in one
or more dimensions; superior innovations score
highly in all five dimensions

Figure 1.
The BACUP model of
innovation quality
scores innovations in
five dimensions
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BACUP is employable in any innovation governance structure and in any existing corporate
management structure. BACUP provides the necessary information about strengths and
weaknesses of a specific innovative idea while the idea is being developed and implemented.
This not only allows management to justify allocation of resources to the innovation’s
development but also facilitates the modification of an innovation or its development before
it becomes a problem. The ability to react proactively to an innovation’s weaknesses
increases the chance that a viable innovation will be produced. Therefore, as a risk mitigation
tool, BACUP should become a central piece in any approach to innovation governance,
yielding a new capability – innovation assurance.

4. Example applications of BACUP
4.1 Innovation theory
BACUP can illustrate and analyze fundamental concepts in innovation theory. Here, we use
BACUP to describe Drucker’s view of innovation as a response to opportunities in the market
(Drucker, 2002) and Christensen’s (1997) concepts of disruptive and sustaining innovations
(Figure 2).

BACUP charts could be prepared to illustrate me-too, frugal and induced innovations and
should appear similar to Figure 3, with a slight deficiency exhibited in one dimension.
Breakthrough, platform innovations should appear similar to Figure 4 because they are
types of disruptive innovations.

4.2 Comparing innovations
BACUP can be used to compare two innovations relative to each other. To illustrate, we
analyze the Apple iPod, a wildly successful breakthrough/disruptive innovation, and the
Microsoft Zune, a failed me-too innovation as shown in Figure 5. We select the iPod and Zune
because of familiarity with students who did the analysis and the presence of ample analysis
of the success and failure of each product. Three individuals separately researched the iPod

Figure 2.
Drucker’s realization

of opportunities
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vs Zune literature and independently scored each on each BACUP dimension. The results
were slightly different but clearly showed deficiencies in the Zune as shown in Figure 5.

The Zune failed because it was a late entrant into the market (five years after the iPod),
and, although it did have some unique features, these features were not compelling enough to
persuade customers to switch from the iPod, the time the dominant product. When the iPod
was introduced, it was a breakthrough/platform product, the first of its kind, which created
a new market and changed user behavior (i.e. purchasing music by the song instead of by the

Figure 3.
Christensen’s
sustaining innovations

Figure 4.
Christensen’s
disruptive innovations
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album). So, the iPod scores very high in the creativity dimension (C). The introduction of
another new product, iTunes, Apple’s negotiated agreement with key companies in the
recording industry to provide content for iTunes, and Apple’s proven ability to produce,
market, deliver and support personal electronic devices causes the iPod to score highly in the
business dimension (B) and the applied innovation (A) dimension. By virtue of the interest in
Napster and adoption of MP3 players in the years prior to the iPod, customers had already
shown their desire for a per-song market and software tool. This along with the fresh, new
and elegant design of the iPod gives the iPod a high score in the unmet user needs (U)
dimension and the problem-solving (P) dimension. On the BACUP radar plot, the iPod
displays like a disruptive innovation which, in fact, it turned out to be.

In comparison, the Zune’s unique features, a built-in FM radio with song-tagging, a
slightly larger screen (initially), sharing with other Zunes and a slightly lower price offered
users benefits but not a set of compelling benefits. If the Zune had been introduced at the
same time as the iPod, these extra features might have carried more weight. However, when
it was introduced, the Zune had to overcome significant inertia in the market, as it is harder
to get users to abandon a product once they are committed to it. To be effective, Zune’s
features would have had to been considerably far advanced than the iPod. Compared to the
iPod, Zune scores lower in the creativity (C) dimension and the unmet user needs (U)
dimension. Likewise, the Zune library of available songs did not compare to iTunes, and
Microsoft, at the time, did not have a good history of success in marketing and delivering
electronic devices to the public. These reasons, plus, the fact the iPod had a dominating
market position, gives Zune a lower score in the business (B) dimension. As far as the applied
innovation dimension (A) is concerned, iPod and Zune score about the same. Each company
is certainly able to produce, deliver and support such products. However, Zune scores lower
in the problem-solving (P) dimension because it basically “solved” users’ problems of
individual song download and play in a way that was not very different than the solution the
iPod represented. In fact, most reviews of the Zune include the negative impression “oh well,
it’s just another iPod, although not quite as good”. Therefore, Zune’s BACUP plot compared
to iPod’s plot indicates Zune’s weaknesses in several categories.

4.3 Innovation assurance
A BACUP analysis of a potential innovation exposes deficiencies in one or more areas.
Above, with the iPod and Zune, we analyzed innovations after they were developed.
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Notes: Compared to the iPod, the Zune
was vulnerable in several dimensions;
because it did not exceed in the “U”
or “P” dimensions, it was unable to
persuade users to move from the
market-dominant iPod

Figure 5.
iPod vs Zune
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However, innovative ideas can be analyzed using BACUP during development as well. Once
deficiencies are identified, innovation governance, no matter how it is implemented within an
enterprise, can allocate resources to repair the deficiencies or justify the decision to abandon
the idea altogether. How BACUP informs innovation governance depends on the dimension
in which the potential innovation is weak.

Weaknesses in the business and/or unmet user needs (B and U) dimensions mean more
effort is needed in refining the business model for the potential innovation. For example,
maybe, the market is not ready for the innovation. Perhaps the innovation does not exactly
match needs of the users in the market. If this is true, then either the market has to change to
accommodate the innovation or the potential innovation has to change to accommodate the
current market. Roles such as the CMO (chief marketing officer), CSO (chief sales officer),
CCO (chief commercialization officer), CDO (chief development officer), CRO (chief revenue
officer) and CPO (chief product officer) might be brought in to assess the market viability of
the potential innovation and the company’s position in the market. The company might
decide to alter the innovation to increase its viability in the market. The company might also
decide to make changes in the company itself or the company’s relationships with others to
better support the innovation once it is implemented.

A weakness in the applied innovation (A) dimension means the company, in its current
form, is not best suited to produce or support the potential innovation. For example, maybe
expensive and time-consuming modifications to existing manufacturing processes are
needed to produce the innovation. Or maybe, the company does not have the proper logistics
in place to ship, warehouse and distribute the innovation once it is produced. Roles like the
COO (chief operations officer), CSCO (chief supply chain officer), CQO (chief quality officer)
and CFO (chief financial officer) are instrumental in defining solutions to such problems. The
company might suggest changes to the innovation itself to make it better fit existing
manufacturing or supply chain resources. Or, the company might institute changes within
the company to accommodate the new innovation.

Weaknesses in the creativity dimension (C) and/or problem-solving (P) dimension indicate
the potential innovation is vulnerable because it is not far enough ahead of the capabilities of
the competition. For example, a potential innovation might be easily duplicated or outdone
by a competitor quickly after introduction into the market. Roles like the CTO (chief
technology officer), CINO (chief innovation officer), CIO (chief information officer), CKO
(chief knowledge officer) or CDO (chief design officer) might be consulted to improve the
potential innovation’s uniqueness.

As an example, consider the case in which an employee in the company has come up with
an innovative idea about how to improve one of the company’s products. A BACUP analysis
of the original innovative idea is shown in Figure 6. The innovative idea scores highly in the
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Figure 6.
BACUP analysis
indicates the
innovative idea is very
creative (C) and one
easily produced by the
company (A).
However, weaknesses
in the business (B),
user needs (U) and
problem-solving (P)
dimensions indicate
the innovative idea
would be vulnerable to
competition in the
market
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creative dimension (C), meaning it represents a unique feature or characteristic not seen in
competitors’ products. The idea also scores highly in the applied innovation (A) dimension,
meaning it is something the company can easily produce, deliver and support with minimal
incurred expense or effort.

However, the innovative idea scores low in the business dimension (B) because the
company’s sales and marketing experts realize that innovation will not persuade customers
to buy the “improved” product because the innovative idea, even though creative, does not
satisfy a key user need – the reason for the low score in the user need dimension (U). Upon
consultation with the employee originally having the idea, and others in the company, the
innovative idea was modified. When told about the user need identified by sales and
marketing, the employee figured out a completely new way to satisfy the user needs, and
even some future needs users had not yet realized they would be interested in. A subsequent
BACUP analysis was performed as shown in Figure 7.

After the modifications, the innovative idea scores higher in the problem-solving (P) and
user needs (U) dimensions based on the way the new idea satisfies the users’ needs. However,
analysis showed that the company would have to change its manufacturing, delivery and
service to produce and support a product incorporating the modified innovative idea.
Therefore, the modified innovative idea scores slightly lower in the applied innovation (A)
dimension. Because the improved innovative idea better fits users’ expectations and needs
and, therefore, is more marketable, the modified innovative idea also scores higher in the
business dimension (B). However, sales and marketing’s concern over changes needed to
market the new product keeps the idea from receiving an even higher score.

Thus, after modifying the innovative idea to better satisfy the customer (an
outward-looking activity), the company realized some effort was needed internally to
prepare for the new product (an inward-looking activity). Resources (time, money, effort)
were allocated to generate a new sales and marketing campaign, and changes to
manufacturing facilities, warehousing and product servicing were designed and planned.
After this, another BACUP analysis was performed as shown in Figure 8. As can be seen, the
refined innovative idea along with the business changes scores highly in all five dimensions,
indicating that the innovative idea has a much higher chance of success than the idea in its
original form.

5. Extending BACUP with Jobs Theory
BACUP is presented here as a framework other researchers and practitioners can add to and
extend. For example, someone may add a metric to measure market position to flesh out
analysis in the “B” dimension. We expect some metrics will be useful across many industries,
whereas some will be applicable to only a narrow domain. We encourage all and envision the
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Subsequent BACUP

analysis reflects that
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innovative idea is a
much better solution

to the problem (P) and
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idea is easier to
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company is not as well
suited to produce and
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evolution of a toolbox full of metrics one can use to tailor BACUP to meet individual needs.
Here, we demonstrate BACUP extension by incorporating Christensen’s Jobs to be Done
Theory into BACUP. Christensen et al.’s (2016) recent work explains a better way to identify
user needs. Jobs to be Done Theory helps identify where to look for new innovation
opportunities and what products and services should be created to satisfy customers. “Jobs
Theory” is based on the idea that people invite products and services into their lives to
perform a job in a particular circumstance. If we understand customers’ circumstances
and identify functions to be done in those circumstances, we can better envision and
develop desirable innovations. In a given circumstance, customers seek progress –
movement toward a goal or aspiration – and use products and services in the process of
making progress. Understanding the functional, social and emotional aspects of a
customer’s decision to use a product or service is the key to understanding why a
customer chooses a product or service.

Asking what an innovation performs for a customer is a fundamentally different way of
approaching user needs analysis than by traditional means. Determining how well an
innovative idea satisfies need and circumstance is exactly what we seek for the “U”
dimension in BACUP. In Figure 9, we show BACUP and an extension of the “U” dimension
to include Jobs Theory.

6. Discussion and future work
We have presented a multi-dimensional framework defining innovation from five different
viewpoints: business, applied innovation, creativity, unmet user needs and problem-solving.
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To maximize the chance of identifying and developing a successful innovation, we argue one
must look at the innovative idea in all five dimensions. Rating the strength of the innovative
idea in each of the five dimensions gives an overall viability metric. A lower rating in any of
the five dimensions indicates vulnerability in the innovation, which can lead to its failure in
the marketplace or loss to a competitor. BACUP is independent of the innovation model,
methodology or management style being used. Therefore, BACUP can be used in any
existing scenario. We have shown how the BACUP metric can be used to visualize concepts
in innovation theory. We feel BACUP gives researchers a new language and a new tool with
which to compare and analyze different concepts and theories. We have discussed how
BACUP can be used as a tool in innovation management/governance to detect vulnerabilities
early in the development process, so that corrective action can be taken before significant
resources are expended on a doomed venture. We therefore see BACUP as a risk mitigation
tool leading to a new kind of capability we call innovation assurance. If applied correctly in
the innovation management structure, BACUP can maximize any innovative idea’s chance
for success and give justification to management to abandon an innovative idea. BACUP is
presented here as an unfinished framework. We encourage other researchers and
practitioners to extend BACUP by identifying existing or developing new methods,
techniques and metrics to assess an innovation or innovative idea in each of the five
dimensions. For example, there are thousands of metrics from business management. Future
work should incorporate existing business tools into the “B” dimension. We have shown how
to incorporate new ideas by combining Christensen’s recent Jobs to be Done Theory into
BACUP as a way to identify unmet user needs (the “U” dimension). The same can be done for
all five dimensions. Future work should also go toward defining quantitative measures to
incorporate in the BACUP framework. Currently, BACUP analysis is largely qualitative, but,
as it evolves, BACUP will become increasingly quantitative. Finally, we would like to see
more attention given to the idea of innovation assurance. Most innovation literature involves
the innovation process but falls short of describing ways to improve innovative ideas
throughout the process. We strongly feel successful innovations do not just fall out of the
sky, but rather, are engineered to be successful through hard and insightful effort. We see
BACUP as being a metric facilitating innovation assurance.
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